The company was founded in
1966. Its promoter, Virgilio
Cardelli, had been operating
already in the greenhouse
field since the 50ies with
another company he owned,
G. & V. F.lli Cardelli, which
still exists. The company
ARTIGIANFER can be
considered as a daughter of
G. &V. F.lli Cardelli.

ARTIGIANFER was founded as
a craft manlike company,
than it developed quickly and
it became in a short time an
industrial company and later
the actual company.
Now ARTIGIANFER is a
leading company in Italy in
the greenhouse field, both for
quantity and quality and type
of its realizations.

The company staff consists of 50 personnel, half of them are employees –
above all technicians, designers, supervisors and yard managers.
ARTIGIANFER produces from 40 to 50 hectares of greenhouses of various
models in a year. Most of them are equipped with technological systems
delivered and installed directly by the company. In the last years the
production has been improved with "Solar Greenhouses", with photovoltaic
panels on the roof, to add electric energy production to the traditional
flowers and vegetables production.
Most of ARTIGIANFER production is addressed to the Italian market, but a
significant number of its greenhouses are sold also in foreign countries,
such as Switzerland, Germany, non-European countries from Northern
Africa to Middle East and Japan.

PRODUCTION
The production includes all structures, from the simplest and cheapest (such as
Tunnels covered with plastic film) to the most complex and equipped with
systems (glasshouses with any installation for any in house cultivation).

In the last years the production has been enhanced, and now it includes the so
called "Solar Greenhouses", name due to the fact that the roof on the South side
is covered with photovoltaic panels instead of the traditional materials like glass
and plastic sheets. In this way the greenhouse produces electric energy to be
used for its own necessity or to be sold to the energy distribution company. Of
course the greenhouse can be used for vegetables or flower production thanks
to the light coming inside through the part of the roof in the North side.
The peculiarity of ARTIGIANFER, which makes this company practically the only
Italian company in this field, is its capability to realize any project – even the
most complex – in the protected cultivations field.

It means that from the draft of the project to the test of the installations on site,
every development is designed within the company. Therefore the technicians
follow everything: from the calculation of the price offer to early plans, and their
execution, from the realization of the parts within the factory to the assembling
on site, from the training of the personnel of the buyer, who will have to work
with the installations, to the final delivery of the completely equipped structure.
Finally ARTIGIANFER, after having delivered the greenhouse, continues to follow
its customers indefinitely. It means that even years after the completion of the
trial period the company is always available to carry out any intervention that
could be necessary for maintenance, or the updating of the installation with the
new technologies.

GLASS HOUSE
Glasshouses are the top of our product range. They are the most versatile, and strongest, the most suitable to be equipped with any type of
installation. Therefore they are the most suitable greenhouses for all installations.
Our product range includes four different models of glasshouses, each with its own features and speciality, which are named SFC, STO, FUTURA,
VENLO and SOLAR respectively.

SFC GREENHOUSE
It is the most classic, with two even pitches, also internationally
called "wide span".
It is the most requested glasshouse thanks to its luminosity, aeration
and versatility characteristics.
STO GREENHOUSE
It is a glasshouse designed with horizontal truss with small roofs. It
allows a significant aeration. Ideal for the installation of any type of
system.
It is possible to obtain high gutter heights (usable height) with
overall relatively modest heights.

FUTURA GREENHOUSE
It is the evolution of STO type. It keeps all its features;
moreover its roof can open completely, allowing the maximum
aeration possible in greenhouse.
VENLO GREENHOUSE
It is the classic glasshouse with horizontal truss and large glass
sheets for maximum natural lighting inside the greenhouse.
This greenhouse is the best for vegetables and cut flower
growing, where the minimum structure shading is essentials for
good results.

SOLAR GREENHOUSE DESIGN
The SGD ( Solar Greenhose Design) department of our company offer various models of greenhouses with full integration of photovoltaic
panels, so that the greenhouse surface and his frame can be used for the installation of this new power source technology. A new clean and
low cost energy that will be one of the most important in the future.
We offer greenhouse models like SFC Solar e STO Solar, covered with glass in one slope and photovoltaic panels in the other, or a cheaper
model like the Termolux Solar, where the roof is partially covered with plastic film, and panels on the other side.
After a period of analysis, designing and testing both on technical and construction side, in collaboration with the most important company
in the solar technology field, now we are able to supply and build full greenhouses project, like those already built as shown in the
following pictures.

GREENHOUSE SFC
GREENHOUSE SFC
Glass house with two wide pitches - the "Wide Span".
Very strong structure, with IPE poles, trusses which
allow the installation of any inside or outside
equipment, including hanging pots.

It can be covered with 60, 72 or 80 cm large glass
sheets. You can use either cathedral glass, or float
transparent normal or security (tempered) glass.
It is equipped with wide top and side windows for
aeration.

Technical specification:
Main structure made of steel profiles, ready for the assembling on site. All
parts are galvanized and protected against corrosion. Static calculation
according the UNI-EN 13031-1 rules.
Covering with glass, fixed on aluminium glass bearing profiles with Dutral
gasket, or, if requested, fixed on galvanized steel profiles and PVC gasket.
Continuous top and side windows, controlled by gearboxes with racks.
Doors made of aluminium profiles.
Aisle width: m 9,60 or m 12,80 (on request every measure from m 6,40 to
m 20,00)
Columns step: m 3,732 or m 4,00
Height at the gutter: on request from m 3,00 to m 5,00 or higher
Roof and side windows: m 1,70
Roof slope: 40% (22°)
Doors: width m 2,50, height m 3,00

GREENHOUSE STO
GREENHOUSE STO
STO Glass houses with horizontal truss and small
roofs.
Very strong structure, with IPE poles, trusses which
allow the installation of any inside or outside
equipment, including hanging pots.
It can be covered with 60, 72 or 80 cm large glass
sheets. You can use either cathedral glass, or float
transparent normal or security (tempered) glass.
It is equipped with wide top and side windows for
aeration.
Technical specification:
Main structure made of steel profiles, ready for the assembling on site. All
parts are galvanized and protected against corrosion. Static calculation
according the UNI-EN 13031-1 rules.
Covering with glass, fixed on aluminium glass bearing profiles with Dutral
gasket, or, if requested, fixed on galvanized steel profiles and PVC gasket.
Continuous top and side windows, controlled by gearboxes with racks.
Doors made of aluminium profiles.
Aisle width: m 9,60 or m 12,80 (on request every measure from m 6,40 to
m 20,00)
Columns step: m 3,732 or m 4,00
Height at the gutter: on request from m 3,00 to m 5,00 or higher
Roof and side windows: m 1,70
Roof slope: 40% (22°)
Doors: width m 2,50, height m 3,00

GREENHOUSE FUTURA
FUTURA GREENHOUSE
Futura glass house with horizontal truss and small roofs.
Very strong structure, with IPE poles, trusses which allow
the installation of any inside or outside equipment,
including hanging pots.
It can be covered with 60, 72 or 80 cm large glass
sheets. You can use either cathedral glass, or float
transparent normal or security (tempered) glass.
The completely openable roof permits the maximum
aeration possible in a greenhouse.
Technical specification:
Main structure made of steel profiles, ready for the assembling on site. All
parts are galvanized and protected against corrosion. Static calculation
according the UNI-EN 13031-1 rules.
Covering with glass, fixed on aluminium glass bearing profiles with Dutral
gasket, or, if requested, fixed on galvanized steel profiles and PVC gasket.
Continuous top and side windows, controlled by gearboxes with racks.
Doors made of aluminium profiles.
Aisle width: m 10,00 (on request every measure from m 6,40 to m 20,00)
Columns step: m 3,732 or m 4,00
Height at the gutter: on request from m 4,00 to m 5,00 or higher
Airing: total opening roof and/or side vents
Roof slope: 40% (22°)
Doors: width m 2,50, height m 3,00

GREENHOUSE VENLO
VENLO GREENHOUSE
Venlo is the most popular glass house, with horizontal truss and
small roofs.
Very strong structure, with tubular columns and horizontal trusses
which allow the installation of any plant, including hanging pots.
It can be covered with 100 or 112 cm very large panes of glass for
maximum sunlight inside the greenhouse. You can use either
transparent normal or tempered glass.
It is equipped with wide top windows for aeration, made by two or
three panes of glass.

Technical specification:
Main structure made of steel profiles, ready for the assembling on site. All
parts are galvanized and protected against corrosion. Static calculation
according the UNI-EN 13031-1 rules.
Covering with glass, fixed on aluminium glass holder profiles.
Single 2 or 3 panes top windows, controlled by gearboxes with racks.
Doors made of aluminium profiles.

Aisle width: m 6,40 - 8,00 - 9,60 - 12,00 - 12,80
Columns step: m 4,00 or m 4,50
Height at the gutter: on request from m 4,00 to m 5,00 or higher
Roof windows: m 1,20 - 2 or 3 panes
Roof slope: 40% (22°)
Doors: width m 2,50, height m 3,00

SOLAR GREENHOUSE DESIGN
SOLAR GREENHOUSE DESIGN
The Greenhouse: An alternative source of clean energy
The SGD ( Solar Greenhose Design) department of our company offer
various models of greenhouses with full integration of photovoltaic
panels, so that the greenhouse surface and his frame can be used for
the installation of this new power source technology. A new clean and
low cost energy that will be one of the most important in the future.

We offer greenhouse models like SFC Solar e STO Solar, covered with
glass in one slope and photovoltaic panels in the other, or a cheaper
model like the Termolux Solar, where the roof is partially covered
with plastic film, and panels on the other side.
After a period of analysis, designing and testing both on technical
and construction side, in collaboration with the most important
company in the solar technology field, now we are able to supply and
build full greenhouses project, like those already built as shown in the
following pictures.

Some pictures of Solar greenhouses with flowers production or during
installation. The South slopes are full covered with photovoltaic panels, the
ones toward the North direction are covered with glass.

PLASTIC FILM HOUSE
It is no longer time of Film houses made of wood or thin iron structures, assembled with only the basic parts only to protect the early production or
other economically cultivations. Today our film houses are made of structures calculated to support any load, and in particular wind. They are more
economical than the other greenhouses, only because the characteristics of plastic films allow to reduce the incidence of the structure, and it is an
advantage in term of cost and also in terms of light transmission.
Like the other models also these houses can be equipped with both top and side windows, and also with any kind of plant, in particular for the
cultivation of vegetables and cut flowers.
Our product range includes four different models of plastic film houses, each with its own features and speciality, which are named MULTITUNNEL,
TERMOLUX, TERMOLUX HT and POLILUX respectively.

MULTITUNNEL
It is the most simple and cheaper structure to be covered with plastic
film. Its side aeration system consists of the roll up of the side film.
It can be covered with single or double (inflated) film. Sometimes it
can be used as shading, if covered with shading net, in place of film.
TERMOLUX GREENHOUSE
The evolution of Multitunnel. Beside the side aeration system it is
equipped with top windows to obtain the maximum ventilation.
Gutter heights up to 5 m are possible.
It can be covered with single or double (inflated) film.

TERMOLUX HT GREENHOUSE
The last step in the field of film covered greenhouse. The mainframe
is realized with horizontal trusses. Above each of these trusses there
are the arches for the roof film and for the windows. Under the
trusses it is possible to append every kind of internal installation.
It is equipped with top windows to obtain the maximum ventilation.
Gutter heights up to 5 m are possible. It can be covered with single
or double (inflated) film.

POLILUX GREENHOUSE
The top product of film covered range. The sides are covered either
with glass of corrugated plastic. It is equipped with wide top
windows.
The structure, with gear-operated trusses, can bear any load. It can
be covered with single or double (inflated) film.

MULTITUNNEL
MULTITUNNEL
It is the easiest structure produced by our company,
simple but built according to all the strength and
functions criteria. Columns can be up to 3,5 m high.
Covering is in PE film, which is stretched over the
structure by means of a simple roll system. It can
also be covered with shading net, and used as
shading structure.
It can be delivered with or without gutters for
rainwater. If without gutters the film collects all the
rainwater and discharges it at the ends

Technical specification:
Bearing structure made of steel profiles, ready for the assembling. All parts
are galvanized and protected against corrosion.Static calculation according
the UNI-EN 13031-1 rules.
Covering with PE film, or with shading net.
Side openings through roll up system.
Doors made of galvanized steel or aluminium profiles.

Aisle width: m 8,00 - 8,50 - 9,00
Columns step: m 2,00 or m 2,50
Height at the gutter: on request from m 2,50 to m 3,50
Side airing: rolling up PE film
Doors: width m 2,00, height m 2,50

TERMOLUX
TERMOLUX
It is an evolution of the classic tunnel, with a shape
quite different, like a "Gothic" arc. Moreover, the
main arc is reinforced by profiles forming a V truss,
in order to have more strenght of the whole
structure, especially concerning hang loads.
It can be supplied with height at the gutter up to
5,00 m and more. Normally it has top vents for
aeration and can have side vents too. Covering is
made by simple or double (inflated) plastic film.
Perimetral wall can be wit plastic film, corrugated
plastic sheets or glass sheets.
Technical specification:
Main structure made of steel profiles, ready for the assembling. All parts are
galvanized and protected against corrosion.Static calculation according the UNI-EN
13031-1 rules.
Covering made with simple or double (inflated) plastic film.
Side walls with plastic film, corrugated plastic sheets or glass sheets.
Top vents opening from the top til the gutter, drove by gearmotors, rack and pinion
system..

Side vents on request, opening manually or by gearmotors, rack and pinions.
Doors made of aluminium and/or galvanized steel profiles.
Aisle width: m 9,60
Posts step: m 5,00 (m 2,50 on the side wall)
Height at the gutter: on request from m 3,00 to m 5,00 or more
Top vents: opening from tops til the gutters, with gearmotors and rack and pinion
opening.

Doors: width m 2,50, height m 3,00 or more.

TERMOLUX HT
TERMOLUX HT HOUSE
The last and most versatile evolution of the plastic film
covered greenhouses, the Termolux HT - which means
Horizontal Truss - has a main frame in galvanized steel
composed by tubular columns and large horizontal truss,
for support of the roof with plastic film and top windows
for maximum aeration, and for the easy disposition of
any technical installation inside the greenhouse.
It can reach gutter heights up to 5 m and more, it can
support windows on the roof and on the sides; it can be
covered with single of double inflated film
.

Tecnical specification:
Bearing structure made of steel profiles, ready for the assembling. All parts are
galvanized and protected against corrosion. Static calculation according to the UNI-EN
13031-1 standards.
Central posts with double step in comparison to the side ones (5 m) which means,
together with the large horizontal trusses, better use of the internal space.
Covering of the roof with single of double inflated PE film, or with corrugated plastic.
Side covering with film, corrugated plastic or glass.
Continuous top vents controlled by gearboxes with racks. Side openings through roll
up system or windows with normal movement.
Doors made of aluminium or galvanized steel.
Aisle width: m 9,60 o m 12,80
Columns step: m 5,00 (m 2,50 on the side gables)
Height at the gutters: upon request from m 4,00 to m 5,00 or more
Roof windows: complete semi-arch.
Side windows: hinged or vertical sliders sistem
Doors: width m 2,50, height m 3,00

POLILUX
POLILUX HOUSE
It is a special film house. Realised with arches and
trusses, it is as strong as a glass greenhouse. The film is
placed only on the roof, while the sides and the end
gables are normally covered with glass or corrugated
plastic.
This house has all the advantages of the plastic film
houses – such as economy and luminosity – as well as
the ones of the glasshouses. The plastic film on the roof
must be changed periodically. Since the side walls are
covered with glass or corrugated plastic, the substitution
of the PE has to be done in the roof only, and this is
simplest.
Technical specification:
Main structure made of steel profiles, ready for the assembling. All parts are
galvanized and protected against corrosion.Static calculation according the UNI-EN
13031-1 rules.
Covering made with simple or double (inflated) plastic film.
Side walls with plastic film, corrugated plastic sheets or glass sheets.
Top vents opening from the top til the gutter, drove by gearmotors, rack and pinion
system..

Side vents on request, opening manually or by gearmotors, rack and pinions.
Doors made of aluminium and/or galvanized steel profiles.
Aisle width: m 9,60
Posts step: m 5,00 (m 2,50 on the side wall)
Height at the gutter: on request from m 3,00 to m 5,00 or more
Top vents: opening from tops til the gutters, with gearmotors and rack and pinion
opening.

Doors: width m 2,50, height m 3,00 or more.

TECHNICAL
TECHNICAL EQUIPMENTS
We design and install equipments and plants for any greenhouse, in
detail:
Fixed and mobile aluminium tables.

AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
Within the modern complexes it is indispensable an
adequate control system.

Irrigation and fertilization.

Our company can install electric, electronic and
computerized plants for the control and the
regulation of the houses, and in detail:

Cooling System.

Electric panels to control any systems in the house.

Fog System for humidification.

Electronic temperature control for any system in
house.Electronic regulators for temperature,
humidity, light, irrigation, and fertilising.

Heating system with hot air, top and soil hot water.

Shading and thermal screen systems.
Black out systems.
Lighting systems.
Plants and auxiliary equipments for cultivation.
Electric panels and control systems

Computerized systems for the integrated control of
all the systems in the greenhouse.

CENTRAL HEATING
4,5 MW CENTRAL HEATING
A central heating with three boiler feed with
methane gas.
One of the boiler is equipped with a condenser to
recover the heat from the flue gas.

The management of the three boiler is fully
automated, the outlet temperature of the condenser
boiler change automatically and it remain mainly
around 60 C°to achieve the maximum recover of
heat.

3,5 MW CENTRAL HEATING
A central heating with a boiler feed with methane
gas equipped with the CO2 production system and
distribution, consisting in a condenser, a fan, a
distribution piping and a hot water tank.
All these devices are fully controlled and managed
by a PRIVA climate computer.

COOLING SYSTEM

IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION ROOM
A irrigation room with a Hortimax fertilizer station
for a greenhouse with a complete ebb-flow
irrigation.
On the irrigation room there are also three water
recovery tank and one fresh water tank and the inlet
water at the fertilizer station is premixed between
the recover irrigated water and fresh water
automatically on the base of the EC.

IRRIGATION SAMPLE
A overhead irrigation plant for a chrysanthemum
crop

HEATING SYSTEM
GROW AND RAIL PIPE HEATING SYSTEM
A standard heating system for a tomato crop

BOTTOM HEATING SYSTEM
A bottom heating system before the installation of
the concrete

SHADING SYSTEM
SHADING AND THERMAL SCREEN SYSTEMS

BLACK OUT SYSTEMS

BANCALI

AUTOMATIC DOORS
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